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Confronting the 
challenges of managing 
plans across multiple 
countries  b y  n i g e l  a s t o n

dc for A 
SmAll PlAneT

The Participant Winter/Spring 2015

Global companies increasingly provide 
defined contribution plans in many countries. 
A plan in one country often has to differ from a 
firm’s other plans because it must work within its 
country’s unique context—including language, 
culture, regulations, taxes and employment 
laws. Yet all of a company’s plans, no matter how 
different, must work together to help advance the 
firm’s overarching objectives. 
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Investment options 

Plan design

Governance 

 

Communications

Vendor selection

Coordination with 
other benefits

AdvAnTAgeS of cenTrAlizing 

economies of scale can lead to lower fees, 
minimizing costs for the sponsor and improving 
outcomes for participants. 

globally mobile employees receive a more 
uniform experience.

global coordination can help ensure that all  
plans act in participants’ best interests in an 
efficient manner, minimizing risk to the plan,  
the firm and employees.

sending consistent messages about the plan  
can help build a cohesive company culture,  
and will be appreciated by participants who 
relocate internationally. 

Dealing with fewer record keepers, consultants, 
investment managers and other vendors can 
reduce plan administration time and cost.

A well-coordinated benefits package for 
employees, regardless of location, can be helpful 
both to highly mobile employees and to managers 
leading teams across multiple territories.

limiTATionS
 
local regulations governing investment options, 
delivery structures (such as wrappers in the 
United Kingdom and australia), taxation and other 
investment-related matters vary considerably.

Cultural norms related to other benefits—for 
example, company car benefits in parts of Europe—
may reduce the budget available to standardize DC 
plan features across countries.

Countries have distinct rules about plan sponsors’ 
responsibilities and the need to involve independent 
third-party fiduciaries. Additionally, companies may 
have separate committees for functions such as 
governance, plan design and investment.

Countries’ different product offerings, languages, 
cultures and regulations may require materials to be 
tailored to local markets. 

Preferred vendors may not operate or provide ideal 
service in every market.

Variations in countries’ social safety nets and 
cultures may call for tailoring benefits packages to 
specific markets. 
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This challenge—to tailor plans to 
local markets while harnessing them to 
serve a company’s larger goals—raises 
a complex question for plan sponsors: 
How much should they try to centralize 
the management of their plans? 

No two companies will answer this 
question in exactly the same way.  
Some may choose to consolidate plan 
management as much as they can; 
others may opt to decentralize to the 
greatest extent possible. To make the 
best decision for your firm, consider 
your company’s history and culture, 
and, most important, the purposes  
your DC plans serve for your business.

Centralization Considerations Figure 1
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A shrinking world for  
plAn sponsors
Defined contribution plans are rapidly 
becoming the backbone of retirement 
saving around the globe. In a study of six 
of the world’s major pension markets, 
Towers Watson found that assets in DC 
plans rose from 38% of total retirement 
assets in 2003 to 47% at the end of 2013.1 

 
As the plans expand geographically, 
companies and their participants en-
counter a consistent set of challenges. 
The Organisation for Economic  
Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
has identified several common difficulties 
confronting retirement plan providers: 2 

Employees lack confidence in  
DC plans. In State Street Global  
Advisors’ most recent Transatlantic 
Survey, only 31% of U.S. participants  
expressed confidence that they had 
enough DC savings for a comfortable  
retirement. The numbers were even 
lower in the United Kingdom (26%)  
and Ireland (16%). 3

Contribution levels are too low. 
Five out of six employees worldwide say 
they save less for retirement than they 
should, according to a Towers Watson 
study of retirement plan participants in 
12 countries.4

People struggle to choose  
appropriate investments. A quarter  
or less of participants surveyed by 
SSGA in the United States, the United 
Kingdom and Ireland say they are either 
extremely or very knowledgeable about 
financial affairs.5 

Investment options may not be up 
to the task. Funds may provide insuffi-
cient protection and excessive volatility, 
and retirement income options may be 
unclear or inadequate. For example, only 
23% of participants responding to a 2013 
SSGA survey said their plan sponsor is 
effective at helping with the transition 
from savings to income.6

Greater centralization may help plan sponsors 
run their plans more efficiently and effectively, 
while delivering stronger, more consistent 
benefits to participants. 

The challenges may be consistent, but 
defined contribution plans generally 
aren’t. Countries’ cultural differences 
and varying DC-related policies pre-
clude uniformity. “No single DC solution 
can satisfy every country’s require-
ments,” says Olivia Mitchell, executive 
director of Wharton’s Pension Research 
Council.  “There’s no app for that.”

Countries will always have distinct 
policies driven by local differences. That 
said, policies governing certain aspects 
of DC plans have converged somewhat, 
possibly enabling plan sponsors to 
streamline plan managements across 
borders. For example, many countries 
have put laws into place that allow for 
automatic enrollment and contribution 
increases, as well as for the use of diver-
sified default investments. 

CentrAlizAtion versus  
deCentrAlizAtion
We believe that companies may benefit 
from exploring the possibility of inte-
grating plan management across mul-
tiple countries. Greater centralization 
may help plan sponsors run their plans 
more efficiently and effectively, while 
delivering stronger, more consistent 
benefits to participants. 

To take advantage of these opportu-
nities, and to sidestep the pitfalls, plan 
sponsors need to understand where 
integration is or isn’t possible, desirable 
or suited to their firm. See Figure 1  
(facing page) for  some advantages  
and limitations of centralizing aspects 
of plan management in different  
countries.

47%  38%  

2003 2013

DC assets as a percentage of  
total retirement assets
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   Plan Purpose
•  What are the primary goals your 

DC plans are intended to achieve? 
Some possibilities:
	 *Compete for employees
	 *Support retirement readiness
	 *Comply with regulations

• How does the DC plan fit into your 
firm’s broader benefits offerings?

   Company Culture
• Does your firm have a clearly  

defined, company-wide culture 
that should influence its retire-
ment plans and overall benefits?

• What is your company’s appe-
tite for reform? Can it invest the 
time and resources necessary for 
meaningful changes to its plan 
structure?

• Does your company have a strong, 
consistent investment philosophy 
(for example, concerning active 
versus passive management)? 

A cenTrAlizATion checkliST
Consider the following questions as you determine the extent to which you 
might centralize your global DC plans:

   Practical
• In which regions and countries  

does your company operate?
• How consistent are the DC- 

related policies in those countries 
and regions?

• Could you use fewer vendors?
• What currencies must be covered  

by the plan?
• How does your firm currently 

oversee  governance  in  different 
countries?

• Do you have a strong communica-
tions program in one country that 
could serve as a model for others? 

   Personnel
• How similar or different are your 

employees around the world? 
• How mobile is your workforce?

stArt with the goAl
Companies that operate DC plans in 
multiple countries may take a spectrum 
of approaches, from highly centralized 
to highly decentralized. There is no one-
size-fits-all solution. 

We encourage global plan sponsors to 
determine the degree of consolidation 
that is best for them. The first step is to 
define the plans’ fundamental objec-
tives—the reason the company offers DC 
plans in the first place. The purpose of 
the plans, articulated clearly, can help 
guide plan sponsors to the right approach 
for their firm. 

Plan objectives are likely to include 
some combination of the following  
motives:
• Competing for talent: to attract,  

reward and retain employees 

• Paternalism: to support employees’ 
retirement readiness and overall 
financial wellness

• Workforce management: to improve 
employees’ ability to retire at a reason-
able age, thereby enhancing the firm’s 
ability to plan for its personnel needs

• Compliance: simply to stay in agree-
ment with each country’s regulations 
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Consider ups
UPS, the largest shipping and logistics 
company in the world, operates plans in 
70 countries outside the United States, 
serving 75,000 employees. “Our DC 
plans provide a competitive benefit for 
employees in each market,” says Justine 
Peddle, UPS’s vice president of global 
total rewards. “The employee value 
proposition can be different by coun-
try and region. To keep our DC plans 
competitive, we have to decentralize 
the process to ensure we capture what 
each market values from the employee 
perspective.” 

UPS doesn’t cede all control to local 
branches, however. The firm exercises 
oversight of its plans through three tiers 
of committees—regional, international 
and enterprise-wide. UPS’s governance 
system ensures that each committee  
addresses the decisions that are appro-
priate to it. “It’s very important for  
us to have global oversight for gover-
nance purposes,” says Jochen Mueller, 
director of international compens 
ation and benefits. “It ensures that all 
of our plans align with our overarching 
philosophy—and that there’s a solid  
business case for doing something  
different in one plan than in others.” 

Company history and culture also fac-
tor into the UPS approach. Mueller notes 
that the company expanded through 
acquisition in all but a few markets, and 
this history influences the company’s 
relatively decentralized model. “In some 
cases, the company we acquired still 
operates as a separate legal entity due 
to existing contracts or other business 
reasons,” he says. “We need to operate 
those plans separately.” 

A company might take a more glob-
ally integrated approach than UPS if 
its overriding motive is paternalism or 
workforce management. In this case the 
plan sponsor might emphasize world-
wide implementation of practices shown  
to enhance retirement readiness, such as 
automatic contribution increases  
or retirement income strategies, 
whether or not those practices provide 
a competitive advantage in a particular 
market. Likewise, a company that has ex-
panded organically overseas, rather than 

through acquisition, may have a relatively 
homogeneous culture and workforce, 
so its employees may be best served by 
somewhat standardized DC plans. 

We encourage you to make decisions 
about centralization strategically. Con-
sider conducting an annual governance 
review, if you don’t already, to evaluate 
your company’s global plans in light of 
your objectives. Think about whether 
managing your plans in a more or less 
centralized fashion might make them 
more effective. “We take a somewhat  
decentralized approach,” says UPS’s 
Peddle. “But as we go through our gov-
ernance process each year, we’re always 
looking for ways to consolidate, gain  
better transparency and manage our 
plans more efficiently.”  ●

Watch Fredrik Axsater discuss trends in global DC plan management.
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1 towers Watson, “global Pension assets study 2014.”
2 OECD, “Design and Delivery of Defined Contribution 
(DC) Pension schemes,” 2013.
3,5 ssga, “transatlantic DC investor survey 2014.”
the data were collected in February and March 2014 
through a five-minute Internet survey using a panel of 
verified participants in employer-sponsored DC savings 
plans. Participants ranged from ages 22 to 65, were 
working at least part time and were actively engaged 
with their plans. survey respondents included 1,012 
participants in the United states, 1,000 in the United 
Kingdom and 150 in ireland.
4 Towers Watson, “2013/2014 Global Benefit Attitudes 
survey.”
6 ssga, “biannual DC investor survey,” July 2013.
the data were collected in april 2013 through a 20-minute 
Internet survey using a panel of 1,498 verified 401(k), 
403(b), 457 and profit-sharing plan participants and 
retirees, age 40 to 70, who were actively engaged with 
their plans.

http://www.ssga.com/definedcontribution/us/index.html?video=FA07
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About Us
For nearly four decades, State Street Global Advisors has 
been committed to helping our clients, and the millions who 
rely on them, achieve financial security. We partner with 
many of the world’s largest, most sophisticated investors and 
financial intermediaries to help them reach their goals 
through a rigorous, research-driven investment process 
spanning both indexing and active disciplines. With trillions* 
in assets, our scale and global reach offer clients access to 
markets, geographies and asset classes, and allow us to deliver 
thoughtful insights and innovative solutions.

State Street Global Advisors is the investment management arm 
of State Street Corporation.

* �Assets�under�management�were�$2.24�trillion�as�of�December�31,�2015.�AUM�reflects�approx.�
$22.0�billion�(as�of�December�31,�2015)�with�respect�to�which�State�Street�Global�Markets,�LLC�
(SSGM)�serves�as�marketing�agent;�SSGM�and�State�Street�Global�Advisors�are�affiliated.

©�2015�State�Street�Corporation.�All�Rights�Reserved.
ID6103-�DC-2983��0316��Exp.�Date:�03/31/2019
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State Street Global Advisors’ publication
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Additional Articles 
For more articles like this, please visit  
ssga.com/dc/theparticipant 

Subscriptions 
To receive print and/or digital copies of The Participant,  
please email us at theparticipant@ssga.com.

Feedback  
We welcome your ideas, feedback and suggestions for  
consideration in future surveys or articles. Contact us at  
theparticipant@ssga.com.
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State Street Global Advisors One�Lincoln�Street,�Boston,�MA�02111-2900.� 
T:�+1�617�664�7727.

SSGA�Target�Date�Fund�are�designed�for�investors�expecting�to�retire�around�the�year�
indicated�in�each�fund’s�name.�When�choosing�a�Fund,�investors�should�consider�whether�
they�anticipate�retiring�significantly�earlier�or�later�than�age�65�even�if�such�investors�
retire�on�or�near�a�fund’s�approximate�target�date.�There�may�be�other�considerations�
relevant�to�fund�selection�and�investors�should�select�the�fund�that�best�meets�their�
individual�circumstances�and�investment�goals.�The�funds’�asset�allocation�strategy�
becomes�increasingly�conservative�as�it�approaches�the�target�date�and�beyond.�The�
investment�risks�of�each�Fund�change�over�time�as�its�asset�allocation�changes.�

The�views�expressed�in�this�material�are�the�views�of�SSGA�Defined�Contribution�
through�the�period�ended�February�28,�2015,�and�are�subject�to�change�based�on�market�
and�other�conditions.�This�document�contains�certain�statements�that�may�be�deemed�
forward-looking�statements.�Please�note�that�any�such�statements�are�not�guarantees�of�
any�future�performance,�and�actual�results�or�developments�may�differ�materially�from�
those�projected.�The�information�provided�does�not�constitute�investment�advice�and�it�
should�not�be�relied�on�as�such.�It�should�not�be�considered�a�solicitation�to�buy�or�an�
offer�to�sell�a�security.�It�does�not�take�into�account�any�investor’s�particular�investment�
objectives,�strategies,�tax�status�or�investment�horizon.

There�are�risks�associated�with�investing�in�Real�Assets�and�the�Real�Assets�sector,�
including�real�estate,�precious�metals�and�natural�resources.�Investments�can�be�
significantly�affected�by�events�relating�to�these�industries.

Standard�deviation�is�a�historical�measure�of�the�volatility�of�returns.�If�a�portfolio�has�a�
high�standard�deviation,�its�returns�have�been�volatile;�a�low�standard�deviation�indicates�
returns�have�been�less�volatile.�Standard�Deviation�is�normally�shown�over�a�time�period�
of�36�months,�but�the�illustrations�noted�in�this�material�may�reflect�a�shorter�time�
frame.�This�may�not�depict�a�true�historical�measure,�and�shouldn’t�be�relied�upon�as�an�
accurate�assessment�of�volatility.

Unless�otherwise�noted,�the�opinions�of�the�authors�provided�are�not�necessarily�
those�of�State�Street.�The�experts�are�not�employed�by�State�Street�but�may�receive�
compensation�from�State�Street�for�their�services.�Views�and�opinions�are�subject�to�
change�at�any�time�based�on�market�and�other�conditions.�You�should�consult�your�tax�
and�financial�advisor.�All�material�has�been�obtained�from�sources�believed�to�be�reliable.�
There�is�no�representation�or�warranty�as�to�the�accuracy�of�the�information,�and�State�
Street�shall�have�no�liability�for�decisions�based�on�such�information.

Investing�involves�risk,�including�the�risk�of�loss�of�principal.�The�whole�or�any�part�of�this�
work�may�not�be�reproduced,�copied�or�transmitted�or�any�of�its�contents�disclosed�to�
third�parties�without�SSGA’s�express�written�consent.

Diversification�does�not�ensure�a�profit�or�guarantee�against�loss.�


